Rock Paper Scissors

Music: Rock-Paper-Scissors by Katzenjammer
Album: A Kiss Before You Go
Choreo: Karen Tripp, karen@trippcentral.ca www.trippcentral.ca/dance

Sequence: Wait 4 + 16 counts, A B C D A B C D* Br E D** D** A

PART A
2 Basics
1 Triple
Repeat all

PART B
1 Rocking Chair
1 Pushoff Left
2 Double Steps
1 Rocking Chair (R)
1 Pushoff Right
2 Double Steps

PART C
1 Cowboy
2 Basics
1 Fancy Double

PART D
1 Stomp Double
2 Touch Ups
1 Triple
1 Rocking Chair
Repeat all

Bridge
2 Basics
1 Fancy Double

PART E
Clogover Vine L
2 Double Steps
Clogover Vine R
2 Double Steps
2 Cowboys ½ on ea

PART D** (slow down slightly with music)
1 Stomp Double
2 Touch Ups
1 Triple
1 Rocking Chair
Repeat all of above
**Then add
1 Fancy Double

Repeat Part A: [2 Basics, 1 Triple,
2 Basics, 1 Triple]

Repeat Part B: [1 Rocking Chair,
1 Pushoff Left,
2 Double Steps
1 Rocking Chair R,
1 Pushoff Right
2 Double Steps]

Repeat Part C: [1 Cowboy,
2 Basics,
1 Fancy Double]